Positive news on printing or electronic media can bring revolution to the society. So Journalists plays a key role to sensitize our society from social stigmas and eliminate bewilderment. Admiring this fact Bandhu introduce innovative idea of Media Fellowship for journalists. Bandhu believes, media has the strong influence to raise public awareness on important issues by consistently highlighting HIV, gender based violence and so many other issues around the stigmatized community. This year, Bandhu is announcing its 6th Media Fellowship for all media in Bangladesh. However, it is necessary to orient the future journalists so that they can enter into media with a positive notion about gender diversity issues. On account on that, Bandhu arranged an orientation program at American International University of Bangladesh to collaborate with students of journalism department to produce Dissertation/research report on GENDER DIVERSITY/SOGI issues. Mr. Mohammed Foysal, lecturer department of media and mass communication gave the inauguration speech. In his speech he talked about the current scenario of transgender people in Bangladesh. He requested his students to work on establishing civil rights of this deprived citizen of our country. He said, it is not easy to have access to work on this issue. He thanked Bandhu and USAID for giving such an opportunity to his students and requested his students to utilize this opportunity and work humanly for transgender community as they are also the rightful burgher of our country. Bandhu HRID team was there to deliver a succinct presentation on objective of the program and SOGI issues.
At last Mr. Rasidul Islam Pallob, assistant director (admin) draw a conclusion of the program by quoting that, “Humanity is the greatest identity of human kind.” He told his students to enlighten their life with this great virtue and work for wellbeing of transgender people not only for this dissertation but also till the end of their life.